Interrogation of . . . . . . . . . . Alfred JODL

By . . . . . . . . . . Lt Col T. S. KINSEL

Time . . . . . . . . . . 12 November 1945 - P.

JODL was interrogated principally with regard to a number of documents on which he wished to comment:

Document 512-PS - He identified WARMONT's initials on the memorandum which is part of the document but stated that he had never before seen the document itself.

Document 508-PS - He stated that he had never seen the document before but identified the initial of WARMONT thereon.

Document 509-PS - He stated that he had never seen the document before and did not recognize any initial or other identifying symbol thereon.

Document C-119 - He identified the document but had no comment to make thereon.

Document C-60 - He identified his signature on this document.
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